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TECHNICAL FIELD：
Telecommunication , Computer Science , Internet Techno
logy , Ecommerce , Artificial Intelligence , Big Data Proc
essing
TEL： 86106268 1616
FAX： 86106268 1818
EMAIL： jianzhang@liushen.com

PERSONAL SUMMARY：
Ms. Zhang joined Liu, Shen & Associates in April, 2007. She provides intellectual property related service
s such as patent prosecution, drafting, patent reexamination, patent invalidation, patent litigation, patent a
nalysis and navigation with a focus on telecommunication, artificial intelligence, Internet of Things, signal pr
ocessing, and so on. Ms. Zhang is experienced in infringement litigations and invalidations relating to Stan
dard Essential Patent (SEP) and nonSEP in telecommunication field.

Ms. Zhang became a qualified patent attorney in 2007, and got her qualification as an attorney at law in 20
08.

Ms. Zhang received her Master of Laws (LLM) degree from The John Marshall Law School (JMLS) in Chic
ago, IL, USA, with a major on Intellectual Property Law, in 2016, and received the Graduate with Honors A
ward.

Ms. Zhang received her master's degree from Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications with a
major on Information and Communication System, in April, 2007.

HIGHLIGHTS：
Representative cases that Ms. Zhang has led or participated include


Samsung v. Huawei and Huawei v. Samsung, representing Samsung to attend SEP and nonSEP pate
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nt infringement group cases, patent invalidation group cases and administrative
group
cases, 62680066
settled;
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Qualcomm v. Apple invalidation cases, representing the patentee Qualcomm to attend patent invalidati
on group cases, settled;
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nt infringement group cases, patent invalidation group cases and administrative group cases, settled;



Qualcomm v. Apple invalidation cases, representing the patentee Qualcomm to attend patent invalidati
on group cases, settled;



Zhendi v. Hanwang invalidation case, representing the patentee Hanwang, and successfully defended t
he patent not to be invalidated;



Kangtai v. Chaosi invalidation case, representing the petitioner Kangtai, successfully invalidated the pa
tent;



Chaosi v. Kangtai infringement case, representing the defendant Kangtai, forced the plaintiff to withdra
w the case due to the successful invalidation;



Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI) v. Patent Reexamination Board, repres
enting ETRI for an administrative litigation related to an SEP application which was sustained to be rej
ected by PRB due to inventiveness, and won the first instance at Beijing IP court (no appeal);



Providing one of Japanese Global 500 companies with patent analysis and navigation service, related
to IoT technology;



Providing one of famous companies in AI technical field with patent earlywarning analysis and patent l
andscape analysis, related to AI;



Providing Samsung with services including patent infringement analysis, validity evaluation and advisor
y opinion on patent litigation, related to SEP portfolio;



Providing one of Global 500 companies with services including patent infringement analysis, validity ev
aluation and advisory opinion on licensing negotiation, related to SEP portfolio;



Providing an international telecommunication company with services including patent infringement anal
ysis, validity evaluation and advisory opinion on patent litigation;



Providing Lenovo with services including patent analysis, search, evaluation and advisory opinion on p
atent acquisition.

Presentations that Ms. Zhang has participated in include


“Opportunities and ChallengesProtecting IoT and AI Innovations in China”, MB meets China Forum, M
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“AI and IoT related intellectual property protection in China”, IDTechEx Forum, Silicon Valley, U.S.A., 20
18;
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“AI and IoT related intellectual property protection in China”, IDTechEx Forum, Silicon Valley, U.S.A., 20
18;



“Enforcement of SEP from antitrust perspective in China”, AIPPI China IP Seminar, Beijing, 2017;



“The meaning of FRAND”, China IP Seminar, Chicago, U.S.A., 2016;



“Process patent protection”, LS tank, 2016.

Publications that Ms. ZHANG has authored include


Big Data Analysis Method for Patent Documents in the Information Age,http://www.iplinkasia.com/artic
les/23, February 26, 2019;



“Compilation of FRAND Related Cases”, China Science Press, as one of the main editors.

WORKING LANGUAGE：
MEMBERSHIP：
AllChina Lawyers Association (ACLA)
AllChina Patent Agents Association (ACPAA)
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